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$1. INTRODUCIION 
LET M be a compact connected bounded smooth 3-manifold and V a path-connected space. 
Consider the obstruction problem of extending a given mapf:aM + I/ to all of M. In general, 
there will be no such extension, but we can always find a l-dimensional subcomplex A of some 
triangulation of M such that a “defect” solution F : M\ A + V with F I 3M =fexists. Can this 
“defect set” A be chosen to be a link in M, i.e. a smooth closed l-dimensional submanifold? 
And what property of Vis responsible, should this indeed be possible for all problems (M,f) 
with values in V? 
These topological questions are suggested by the “theory of defects in ordered media” of 
condensed matter physics (see f.i. [3], [S]). H ere I/ is the “order parameter space”, 
parametrizing possible local states of the medium, while M t R3 represents the region or 
vessel containing it. A map F : M\A + V describes an “order” of the medium, and l- 
dimensional components of the defect set A are called “line defects” of this order F. 
Some, but not all I/ have this “regular defects property”. The circle, for example, has it: 
extend a givenf: dM -+ S’ first to anfr : M -+ R2 transversal to {O} and then define A byf; ’ 
(0) and F by r *fi (M\A, where r: R2\0 + S’ denotes ome retraction. On the other hand, let I/ 
be the closed oriented surface of genus 2, realized as the boundary 8M of a compact oriented 
3-manifold. Then the identity on 8M cannot be extended to a retraction F: M\A + aM with a 
smooth l-dimensional defect set A, for the following reason. The restriction F ITT-, aM, 
where Tdenotes the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of A in M, would be homologous to 
the identity on dM and therefore would define, on at least one of the components of7” a map 
S’ x S’ + dM of nonvanishing degree. But as the image of x1 (S’ x S’) cannot be of finite 
index in rrr (ZM), any map from S’ x S’ to aM factorizes via a noncompact connected 
covering of dM and hence must have degree zero. 
As far as generalities are concerned, we will consider a natural slight generalization of the 
notion of a 3-dimensional “medium”. We will of course not require M to be a submanifold of 
[w3, and moreover we shall not restrict our attention to the trivial bundle M x V alone. 
A medium, capable of various “orders” shall be described by a locally trivial fibre bundle 
Y + M with fibre I/ over a compact connected 3-manifold M, and an order with defect set A 
will be a section of Y I M\ A. 
For given orders on the boundary, we study the obstruction to the existence of an 
extension with regular defects, and for the case of trivial bundles we answer the question 
about the nature of the regular defects property by relating it to properties of the second 
homology and the fundamental group of the order parameter space. 
$2. THE REGULARITY OBSTRUCIION 
Let M be a smooth manifold with boundary and V a topological space. By a regularly 
defect map f: M L--, V we mean a map f: M \ A --* V, satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1) The defect set A is “regular”, i.e. it is a disjoint union of (locally) finitely many closed 
positive codimensional sub-manifolds of M, transversal to dM, and 
(2) it is “topologically stable” in the sense that for each XEA the defect homotopy class 
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I, (f) E [SN,, V], represented byf on a small sphere around A at x, is nontrivial. (SN, 
denotes the sphere in the normal space N, of A at x). 
Analogously, we speak of regularly defect sections of a fibre bundle Y + M with fibre V. 
The defect homotopy class will then be an element of [ SN,, Y,]. 
For a path-connected V we define a sort of “regularly defect second homotopy group” 
Zy as follows. The elements of Zy are the classes of regularly defect maps St o-* V up to 
regularly defect homotopy. To compose two elements zl, zz E ZV, first represent hem by 
regularly defect maps I2 c-+ V of the square into V, taking the same constant value on the 
boundary al’, and then represent he product z1z2 cZy by the regularly defect map Z2 - V 
given on the right half of the square by the first, on the left by the second of these 
representatives. The composition is well defined in 2 y, as one easily checks using the obvious 
fact, that a map S’ x S’ + V can always be extended to a regularly defect map on the solid 
torus, S’ x Dz H V, with a defect set being either a circle, a point, or empty. 
With this composition, 2 yis a (multiplicatively written) abelian group. If we replace S2 by 
the sphere SE of some 3-dimensional real vector space E, we obtain a group which we denote 
by 2 v(E); and if Y + M is a fibre bundle with typical fibre V over a 3-dimensional manifold 
M, the groups Z,* (TX M), x EM, define a system of coefficients or locally constant sheaf 
Z#M) over M. 
Now let the 3-dimensional manifold M be compact. To a given “boundary value 
problem” (ef), defined by a regularly defect section f: rjM - YldM, we can always find a 
(possibly “singular”) solution F of (Y,f), that is a section F: M\AF + YI M\AF with finitely 
many “singularities” or nodes sl, . . . , s,EAF\~M, such that for sufficiently small balls 
0 
4,. . , D, in local charts of M around sl,. . , s,, the restriction of F to M\ L Di is a 
i=l 
regularly defect extension of j A solution without singularities, i.e. a regularly defect 
extension off to all of M, will be called a regular solution. 
For each singularity s of F, the restriction of F to a small sphere around s represents awell 
defined element z, ( F ) E Z “, (T, M ). The zero-cycle i z,, (F ). Si with coefficients in Zy (TM ) 
i=l 
shall be called the singular cycle of F. Its homology class is the obstruction to the existence of 
a regular solution of (Y,f): 
PROPOSITION. Let (Y,f) be a regularly defect boundary value problem ouer a compact 
connected 3-manifold M. Then the homology class 
c (Y,f) E Ho (M, Z&‘-M) ) 
of the singular cycle of a solution F does not depend on the choice of this solution, and any 
zero-cycle representing c (y f) can be realized as the singular cycle of some solution of fi 
In particular, (Y, f) has a regular solution if and only if c (Y, f) vanishes. 
The proof is straightforwardly analogous to (a Poincari-dual version of) the proof of 
corresponding statements of ordinary obstruction theory, and we will not go into details. 
93. REGULARITY OBSTRUCTION AND SECOND HOMOLOGY 
Let us now consider boundary value problems f: dM -+ V without defects, for the trivial 
bundle Y = M x V. Note that we then have canonically 
H, (M, ZYVM) ) = 
zv for oriented M 
z viz: for nonorientable M. 
By the proposition, the obstruction c(f) only depends, in the oriented case, on the class off in 
the second oriented bordism group R2 ( V ) of V and defines a homomorphism 
c:R,(V)-+Zv. 
If c (f) = 0 E Z V, then [f ] E R2 ( V) can be represented by the restriction of a regularly defect 
solution to the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of the defect set. Thus the kernel of c is 
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the sub-group Q$ (V) c Q2 (V) generated by the singular tori in I/. (Note that @(V) also 
contains the singular 2-spheres). 
Similarly, in the nonorientable case, the regularity obstruction defines a homomorphism 
c:&(V)+z”/z: 
of the reduced unoriented second bordism group with kernel @T(V), which denotes the 
subgroup generated by singular tori and Klein bottles. 
But in dimension two the approximation of bordism by singular homology is an 
isomorphism (see [l] ), the canonical homomorphisms 
are in fact isomorphisms. Thus the regularity obstruction c is defined on the second 
homology of V. It’s kernel there is the subgroup H$( V, 72) c H2( V, Z) (resp. HT( V, Z,) 
c H, (V, Z,) ) of the “tubular homology classes”, as we shall call them. Spherical homology 
classes are tubular, but note also that, since the fundamental class of R P2 is tubular itself, so is 
any class in H, (V, Z,) defined by a singular projective plane R Pz -+ V. 
We say that a path-connected space V has the (orientable or nonorientable) regular 
defects property, if for all (orientable or all nonorientable, resp.) compact connected 3- 
manifolds M every boundary value problemf: ZM + V has a regularly defect solution. This 
property, as we have seen, is equivalent o 
H,(V) = H;(V), 
with coefficients in Z in the orientable and Z, in the nonorientable case. 
Let us apply this criterion to the spaces I/ = SO (3)/r, where I- c SO (3) is a finite 
subgroup. These examples are of interest in the theory of defects in condensed matter physics, 
since SO (3)/r parametrizes the possible spatial positions of a rigid object with rotational 
symmetry group r. 
THEOREM. SO(3)jr has the regular defects property. 
Proof: H2(S0(3)/r, Z) = Hr(S0(3)/T, Z) = 0, since by Poincare’ duality Hz(V, Z) = 0 
for any orientable closed 3-manifold V with finite first homology. Thus we only have to 
consider the case of Z,-coefficients. Let 
f c SU(2) z s3 
denote the binary group corresponding to r. Since H,(SO(3)/r, Z,) = H’ (SO(3)/r, Z,) 
classifies the double coverings of SO(3)/F = S3/r, the nontrivial 2-dimensional Z,- 
homology classes are in bijective correspondence with the subgroups off of index 2. Apart 
from the case I- odd cyclic (where H2(P3/r, Z,) = HT(@/r, Z,) z Z,, the non-zero 
element being given by I?’ c P3 + p3/r and hence tubular), any such subgroup must be the 
inverse image f, c f ---t I- of a subgroup To c r of index two; and since tetrahedral and 
icosahedral groups do not have any subgroups of index two, we are left with the following 
cases: 
(a) I- = 0 c SO(3) (octahedral group) 
(b) r = D, c SO(3) (dihedral) 
(c) r = C,, c SO(3) (cyclic of even order 2n > 0). 
The only subgroup of index two of the octahedral group is the tetrahedral group T c 0. We 
have to show that the double covering 
SO(3)/‘T -* SO(3)jO 
represents a tubular element of H, (SO (3)/ 0, E, ). The vertices of a tetrahedron t E SO (3)/T 
are vertices of a unique cube c E SO (3)/O, and t + c describes the covering. Assigning, 
conversely. to each c with a unique vertex of maximal x,-coordinate (“height”) the 
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tetrahedron t containing this vertex defines a defect section of this covering. The defect set 
A c SO(3)/0, consisting of all cubes having more than one vertex of maximal height, is 
stratified into a regular 2-dimensional stratum AZ (cubes with just two vertices of maximal 
height) and the one-dimensional singular stratum A1 of the cubes with a horizontal face. 
Locally A is given, in suitable coordinates of SO(3)/0, by xy = 0. It represents the element 
[A] E H, (SO (3)/O, hr) corresponding to the covering. 
Passing to a “resolution” of A, as one could say, by separating the two branches which 
intersect locally at Ai, one obtains a Klein bottle K -+ A over A, such that [A] is the image of 
the fundamental class of K and hence tubular. Thus H, (SO(3)/0, Z,) = H$(SO(3)/0, Z,) 
= 2. z 
Similarly in the other cases. If I- = D2,,, for instance, we have three subgroups of index 
two, namely Czn c D,, as the symmetry group of the oriented regular 2n-gon, and D, G D,, 
in two conjugate versions, the symmetry groups of regular n-gons in the two possible 
“symmetric” positions relative to the regular Zn-gon. For C,, c Dznr the defect set A is an 
embedded Klein bottle, while for D, c D,, its normal structure at the singular stratum A1 
(horizontal position of the Zn-gon) is that of Re z” = 0 in the complex plane at 0; again it has 
the Klein bottle as “resolution”. H2(SO(3)/Dzn, Z,) = Hi(SO(3)/0,,, Z,) = Z, @ Z, 
follows. 
For I = C,, and r = D2n+l we get H, = H:= Z, in the same way. 
94. REGULARITY OBSTRUCTION AND FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 
To give a more algebraic description of 2 yin terms of the fundamental group of V, we 
first introduce a group G v, vg, the elements of which are the classes of regularly defect maps of 
the disc 0’ into I’, mapping the base point (0, - 1) E D2 onto uO, up to base point preserving 
regularly defect homotopy without defects on [0, l] x dD2. To multiply two elements 
gt,g2EGv,Vo, we think of them as being represented by regularly defect maps I2 ti I’ with 
constant value u,, on the three “lower” sides of the square and define the composition g1 g2 as 
in the case of 2~ by using gi on the right and g2 on the left half of the square. Restricting 
representatives to the boundary defines a homomorphism onto x1 (V, uo) with 2 vas kernel: 
1 -+ Zy-r Gv,,O + nt (V,u,) -, 1. 
For a description of G v,V, in terms of xi (I’, u,), represent g E G v D by a regularly defect 
4: D2 o--, V with all its defects on the horizontal diameter. Let a,, . . : i, with r 2 0 denote the 
corresponding elements in K, (V, uo)\ 1, “viewed” from the base point (0, - ~)ED’ and 
counted from right to left (Fig. 1): Then gcG,+ is characterized by (ai, . . . , a,), and if we 
r, Y, Y, 
@ 
. . . . . . 
0 =[lp.y,l E TT IV/v )\I 
10. -I I 
Fig. I 
introduce the notation g = g,,,, , a,, we have 
9 a,, *a, gb,.. ,b, = 9 a,,. ,a,,b,, , b; 
Thus G v, v. is a quotient of the semi-group 
I(%. . f a,)lr 2 o,“iE~l(V7~13)\1} 
by some equivalence relation. As this relation is defined by base point preserving regularly 
defect homotopy (Fig. 2), it is easily seen to be generated by 
(1) (. . . ,a,&‘, . . .) ‘v (. . . ) . . .) 
(2) (..., u,b ,... )-( . . . . ubu-‘,a ,...) 
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Fig. 2. 
corresponding to “U-turns” and overcrossings of defect strings. In the presence of(l), we may 
replace (2) by 
(2’)( . . . . a,b,a-‘,... )-( . . . . aba-l,...) 
Accordingly, we introduce the following notation: 
DEFINITION. LRt IL be any group, and let H, be the semi-group {(a,, . . . , a,)lr 2 0, 
a, in\ 1). Then we define the group G, as the quotient G,: = H, / w wirh N generated by the 
relations (1) and (2’) above and Z, as the kernel of the canonical homomorphism of G, onto II: 
l-,Z,-+G,-,n-+ 1. 
ThuswehavecanonicallyG,, =G,Icv,vo,andZv=Z,l(,,O,.Inparticular,ifamapV~ W 
induces an isomorphism of‘ ihe fundamental groups, it also induces an isomorphism 
ZV+ ZW; and from the naturality of the regularity obstruction it follows that the regular 
defects property is in fact a property of the fundamental group of the order parameter space. 
Now let M be a compact connected 3-manifold, I/a path-connected space andf: dM + V 
a boundary value problem, without defects, for the trivial bundle M x V. To calculate c(f), 
we will use a particular solution F off, which outside a collar of aM in M has the constant 
value v. E V. To describe it, we first consider an oriented boundary component X of M of 
genus r, thought of (apart from the trivial case r = 0) as obtained from a disc by the usual 
identifications of segments on the boundary (Fig. 3). Let us denote by 
Fig. 3. 
the elements corresponding to the loops ai, pi underf, and let us call them the n,-data offon X 
(with respect o the chosen description D2 + X of X). Using these data, we can describe the 
contribution of fl X to the obstruction c(f) as follows. 
On a collar X x [0, l] c M, consider the boundary value problem given byfIX on X x 0 
and the constant u. on X x 1. Just as X is obtained from D2, we get X x [0, l] by suitable 
identifications from a cylindrical box D2 x [0, 13, and this suggests an obvious choice for a 
solution, with the centre of the box as the only singular defect point (Fig. 4). But the 
coefficient of this point in the singular cycle is 
9 a,.b,.o;‘,b;’ . .a,*b..n,-‘,b; IE Z, 
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’ I I I 
Fig. 4. 
with n = n1 (V, v,), which in G, can be written as the product of commutators 
p1 C%,d7*,1 = :cxWEZ,. 
This then is the contribution offIX, expressed in terms of its xi-data, to the obstruction 
c(f) E Z, resp. Z,/Z,2. (Note that for r = 0 the formula reads cx (f) = 1, as it should). If all 
boundary components Xi, . . , X, of M are oriented, the c(f) itself will of course be the 
product i cx, (f) in Z,, resp. its class in 2,/Z:, if M is nonorientable. 
i=l 
Similarly for a nonorientable boundary component X of genus T - 1 2 0: We choose a 
description D2 + X with r crosscaps and introduce corresponding x,-data 
4,. . , a, en, (V, uo) offIX as before (Fig. 5) 
Fig. 5. 
Then the contribution offIX to c(f)~Z,/Zz is given by 
cxm = gq,,,,.  O”(1, = ir 92,,Gr 
i=l 
and if M is nonorientable with (oriented or nonorientable) boundary components 
Xi,. . . ? X,, then c (f)~Z,jZi is the product of the cx,(f) modulo Zz. 
Using this calculation, we can now describe the image of the regularity obstruction 
homomorphism. We denote, for any group G, by [G, G] the commutator subgroup and by G2 
the subgroup generated by the squares in G. 
THEOREM. Let V be a path-connected space and A: = n, (V, v,,). Then the image of 
c:H, (V, Z) + Z, is Z, n [G,, G,], and the image ofc:H, (V, h,) + Z,/Z: is Z, n Gz/Zz. 
COROLLARY. TI has the orientable regular defects property, ifand only ifZ, n [G,, G,] = 1, 
and it has the nonorientable regular defects property, if and only if Z, n Gz = Zi. 
Proofofthe theorem. Our computation of c(f) directly shows Im c c Z, n [G,, G,] in 
the orientable case and, using the general fact [G, G] c G2, also Im c c Z, n Gi/Z: in the 
nonorientable case. 
Now let commutators and squares in G, be called “elementary”, if they are of the form 
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@,,, g*] and g.’ resp., for suitable a, b E IL. Each product of elementary commutators (in the 
orientable) or of elementary squares (in the nonorientable case), which is an element of Z,, 
does occur as a cxcf). Thus in order to prove the theorem, it suffices to verify the 
PROPOSITION. (i) Each commutator in G, is elementary; (ii) Each square in G, is 
elementary modulo 2: and (iii) Z, is in the centre of G,. 
Proof. We have g,,, , (1, = ga,. .g,and g.g*g; ’ = gaba-, by definition of G,, and thus 
go,, n,gb,, , b&l. .a, = gagb,, _, b&l 
with (I:= a,.. . . . a, E 71, and consequently 
b,,, , a,‘gb,, b,] = km &I, 
which proves (i) and (iii); furthermore 
g”, I,.., ..s’,;1,.., .;1,11=s:~ 
which proves (ii). 
COROLLARY. Any abelian group ‘II has the regular defects property. 
Proof. With II also G, is abelian, hence Z, n [G,, G,] = 1, and A has the orientable 
regular defects property. As for the nonorientable case: since G, is abelian, any element of 
Z, n G;f is a square, and modulo Z,’ it is even an elementary square gt. But gf E Z, implies 
s,’ = 1 and hence Z, n Gz c Zi. 
65. REGULARITY ORSTRUCI’ION AND SECOND HOMOLOGY OF x 
In this section we only consider homology with integral coefficients. 
Let us define fl, (V): = I-Z, (V)/HT( V). We have seen in $3 that Es, (V) is the domain of 
obstructions for (oriented) boundary value problems f: lJM + V without defects on the 
boundary. In particular, V has the (orientable) regular defects property if and only if R, (V) 
= 0. For any path-connected space V, the group R,(V) depends only the fundamental group 
IC of I/since c: H, (V) -+ Z, induces an isomorphism Z-i,(V) 2 Z, n [G,, G,]. In fact, 8, (V) 
can be regarded as a quotient of H,(n) in the following way. Let 
H,(G,) + Hz(n) 5 Z, + G,/CG,, Cl -, ~/CT zl-+ 0 
be the five-term exact sequence associated to the exact sequence 1 + Z, + G, + n + 1. It 
follows from the computations in $4 that the homomorphism c: Hz (V) -+ Z, is given by 8 0 h 
where h:H,(V) -+ Hz(x) is the natural epimorphism [2]. Therefore R,(v) and 8,(n): 
= H,(@/ker d are naturally isomorphic. 
In actual computations it is often convenient o work with 8, (n) rather than A, (V) and 
to use group homological arguments. This is illustrated by the following lemma. 
LEMMA Let G, H be groups. Then 
(a) R, (G OH) 1 A, (G) @I?, (H) 
(b) S_uppose that A is a subgroup of G and of H. If H is abelian and if R,(G) = 0. then 
H2(G*AH) = 0. 
Proof: (a) follows immediately from the Kiinneth formula for H2(G OH) since the 
elements corresponding to H 1 (G) @HI (H) are obviously tubular. To prove (b) we consider 
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated to the amalgamated product G * ,H: 
. . . + H2(G)@H1(H): H2(G*“H)-+ H,(A): H,(G)@H,(H)-+ . . . 
TOP 24:3-H 
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Since H is abelian, we have H, (A) = A and H, (H) = H. Therefore r is injective, hence /I is 
surjective and so is the induced homorphism a, (G) @A2 (H) + A, (G * .H). But A, (G) = 0 
by assumption and B, (H) = 0 since H is abelian. 
This lemma can be used iteratively to construct many nonabelian groups having the 
regular defects property. Here we only want to mention the group G,:= Z x aZ2n, the 
semidirect product of Z and Z,, with the unique nontrivial operation of Z,, on Z. The 
groups G, and G, occur as fundamental groups of the parameter spaces for smectics [4]. 
Since G, is isomorphic to ZZn * h, .Zzn the above lemma implies A, (G,) = 0 (actually H, (G,) 
= 0). 
56. PHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS 
In this paragraph we summarize what we have shown in terms of the physical theory of 
defects in ordered media. A connected order parameter space Y has the orientable “regular 
defects property”, if for any bounded region M in 3-space and any prescribed order f: dM 
+ V without defects on its boundary dM it is possible to extendfto an order F: M\A + V, 
such that the defect set A consists of isolated points and disjoint simply closed curves only, i.e. 
such that there are no “nodes” or “branch points”, where three or more defect lines meet. 
Whether an order parameter space V has this property or not is decided by its 
fundamental group rrl (V). For a list of fundamental groups of order parameter spaces of 
interest in condensed matter physics, we refer to Michel[4], p. 633. Our results directly imply 
that most groups in this list, namely Z, Z,, h,, i2 x E,, FO, Q, Z q H, and Z q Z, have the 
regular defects property. The remaining groups Z2 q d,, Ext (it!‘, Fo) and Ext ( Z3, Fo) shall 
be considered elsewhere. 
The possibility of an order without defect nodes does not imply the impossibility of orders 
with nodes. For a node p of F, we have introduced a certain algebraic invariant zP( F ) E Z,, 
measuring in some sense the irregularity of the defect behavior at p. If V has the regular 
defects property, then Z zP (F ) = 0. For a general V, this sum can be calculated fromfalone: 
Z zP( F) = c(f), so that in any case the order.at the boundary gives an a priori information 
about the overall irregularity of the defect behavior in the interior of M. 
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